LARSON
CLASS DESTROYER

The five years leading up to the outbreak of the Four Years War represented the climax
of Starfleet’s attempt to rapidly catch up with the military strength of the Imperial Klingon
Defense Forces. Starfleet had a pair of outstanding Cruiser classes in Constitution (CH
1700) and Pyotr Velikiy (CA 1670), proved the Surya (FF 1850) class Frigate to be an able
and multi-faceted supporting platform and had transformed its Starfighter Corps into a
credible offensive power in its own right. What it lacked though was an effective
Destroyer class.
Generally skewing smaller, utilized as fleet pickets and in various escort roles, fielding an
effective one should’ve been relatively easy and in the early years of the Class I
program, it was. Making use of common components, engineering and construction
techniques, the Saladin (DD 500) class showed promise, being quick and easy to build
and showing impressive results during shakedown trials. In practice however, the narrow
and unstable warp field generated by its single engine nacelle severely hampered warp
maneuvering, leaving it to play catch-up with its larger Cruiser compatriots. Starfleet’s
seeming inability to produce such a class, combined with the pace of astropolitical
developments led it to procure smaller numbers of larger, more heavily armed designs.
The Kearsarge (CL 1500) class did seem to fill the role quite well. Like the similarly tasked
Detroyat (DH 1100) though, it was needlessly complex for its size and had poor range.
First and foremost, the problem of warp field instability needed to be addressed. Still
utilizing a single hull section, ASDB engineers inverted and slightly flattened Saladin’s
field. Instead of being attached directly to the hull via a traditional connecting dorsal,
the PB-32 engine nacelle was suspended above and slightly aft by a pair of reinforced
booms. Vaguely similar in principal to the arrangement on the Loknar (FF 2700) class,
these booms housed plasma conduits and other utility connections, feeding back down
into a central engineering section.

Rather than submitting to the time consuming and complicated process of designing a
custom interior arrangement to accommodate engineering spaces as with Saladin,
designers stuck to the exterior and redesigned the single hull section itself. Still keeping
the fleet-standard saucer at its core, a broad extension aft and curving around to port
and starboard turned the saucer into something of a horseshoe. Utilizing the same
combined impulse/warp engineering space as Saladin, plasma conduits, deuterium
tanks and the like extended out to port and starboard along the aft edge, but
otherwise, this gave Larson a dearth of free space.
Since the same political & bureaucratic considerations that necessitated science labs
on Saladin no longer applied, this gave the ASDB the room to correct complaints that
had cropped up. Cargo storage (capacity enlarged to 8,864 metric tons, halfway
between Saladin and Surya) was moved aft as were the medical facilities and
transporter rooms (an additional 2 personal and 1 emergency platforms added to the 4
and 2 already in place). This opened up room for an enlarged galley, gymnasium,
arboretum (unheard of on a Destroyer) as well as officer & crew lounges to be
added. This didn’t turn Larson into a starliner by any means, but instead it was hoped this
would help maintain crew morale during long missions.
Additional fusion reactors provided enough of a power boost to upgrade the shield
generators marginally and software tweaks yielded a similarly marginal increase in range
for the sensor system (borrowed from Saladin), but otherwise Larson stayed close in
overall capability to Saladin. Armament remained the same, the 3 Phase Banks and 2
2nd Class Torpedo Launchers all controlled from the same basic fire control system (as
opposed to the much older, but more sophisticated system borrowed from the Yorktown
class and employed on larger ships).

Of paramount importance were issues of both endurance and speed. Replacing the
PB-18, the upcoming PB-32 series engine nacelles (already modified and fitted to
Kearsarge) promised to be a major evolutionary leap forward. When fitted to the
Constitution class, engineers from Cochrane Warp Dynamics were confident in
achieving cruise and maximum burst speed ratings of Warp 7 and Warp 9
respectively. The same was predicted for the upcoming Surya class Frigate, setting the
bar high. Fortunately, extensive warp field testing done by both Cochrane and the
ASDB confirmed that speed was not so much dependent on the number of nacelles
used as was power generation capability. Larson could therefore keep pace with her
larger brethren, but further testing and evaluation on the fusion reactors and the
included shipboard systems was warranted.
Design and engineering work commenced in 2237 and was completed by the end of
2238. The prototype, DDX 4300, was constructed at Starfleet’s Boston Naval Yards and
upon completion, was assigned to the Saturn Flight Range. There, she commenced
rigorous shakedown trials, operating with Starfighter Command’s 1st Training Wing and
later undertaking combined maneuvers with the Hood (CH 1706) and John Paul Jones
(CA 1673). By November 2239, she had not only validated the preliminary speed figures
put forth by the ASDB, but had exceeded expectations in all major categories. The
improved crew support facilities met with an enthusiastic reception by the shakedown
crew as well. Confident that they now had a winning Destroyer design fully capable of
fulfilling the responsibilities originally tasked to Saladin, Starfleet placed the largest
production order to date - 183 hulls.
Production began in mid-December 2239 and was evenly spread across Federation
space. In the core systems, Boston, Lisbon and Copernicus Yards in sector 001 were
tasked with Larson production as were starship yards at Tau Ceti, Deneva and
Andor. Further out, yards at Janus Prime, Minos and Thranstor also handled
production. By 2245, the production lot was satisfied, with 9 squadrons deployed along
the border and the other 9 dispersed throughout Federation space.
During the opening stages of the Four Years War that began in July, there was relatively
little coordinated fleet action on either side, engagements consisting mainly of sporadic
one-on-one encounters between small groups (3-5) of vessels from each side. At this
point, ineptitude within Starfleet Command kept forces on the defensive and let the IKDF
take the initiative which they did with great gusto in November 2246.
Assigned to guard the Andromeda system, a Larson squadron kept station with a Marklin
(DH 1200) squadron and a reserve squadron of Anton (CA 1825) class Cruisers. Due to
the fact that the system was near the Federation’s core (the Andromeda Constellation
being visible from Earth) and far from the frontier, Starfleet Command didn’t feel the
need to station anything more substantial here. Only when a Klingon armada was
detected heading directly for Earth, did they hurriedly redeploy a squadron of Surya
class Frigates to Andromeda.
They were met by a slightly larger force comprising 2 F-5, 2 F-6B, 1 D-4, 1 D-5 and 1 D-6
squadrons. Redeploying in three ship groups (2 Larsons + 1 Marklin), the lighter Destroyers

immediately engaged the Klingon Frigates and Light Cruisers, attempting to keep them
occupied while the heavier Suryas and Antons engaged the equally heavy
Battlecruisers. Despite their tenacity, the Larsons were unable to completely screen their
larger compatriots from enemy fire. As if being outnumbered didn’t make the fight for
Starfleet tough enough already, the linchpin of the Klingon force were 4 B-1 class
Battleships. Not significantly larger than other mainline classes, its imposing defenses and
heavy disruptors posed a significant danger.
With the field clearly under their control, the Klingons moved with atypical
precision. Their main force (the D-5’s, D-6’s and B-1’s) first eliminated the Antons from the
field (not much of a challenge given Starfleet hadn’t bothered to upgrade these at
all). Next, they concentrated on the Suryas and Larsons. Under heavy fire, they were
forced to maneuver to the absolute limit to stay alive. With the heavy fire support from
their Battleships, the Klingons also attempted to encircle the Marklins which proved more
troublesome. This did open up a hole for the larger Destroyers and Frigates to charge
towards the center of the Klingon lines, however it proved costly--the Trafalgar (DD
4304), Waterloo (DD 4306) and Austerlitz (DD 4308) being destroyed with all hands by
sustained torpedo barrages. The arrival of Starfleet’s 3rd Cruiser Squadron brought much
needed relief, preventing further losses and eventually prompting a Klingon withdrawal.
Larson’s next action saw results that were actually worse than those from the
Andromeda engagement. The Agincourt (DD 4314), Shiloh (DD 4326) and Corregidor
(DD 4331) had been assigned to an expeditionary squadron in 2243 tasked with
supporting and ensuring the security of an intelligence gathering outpost on the border
world of Nozseca VIII. Along with a pair of Loknar class Frigates and a quintet of
Kearsarge class Light Cruisers, they accrued a handful of minor victories against inferior
forces the Klingons occasionally sent up against them in raids. In 2247 however, the
outpost proved to be a serious impediment that needed to be eliminated if the Klingons
wanted to realize their goal of establishing a beachhead inside Federation space. To
accomplish this task, the IKDF deployed 3 squadrons of Battlecruisers (1 D-7; 2 D-6) along
with multiple squadrons of smaller vessels.
For all the advantages the Starfleet classes had, they simply didn’t stand a chance in the
face of superior enemy numbers. Corregidor was caught in a crossfire and destroyed in
a furious haze of disruptor fire, while the commander of the Shiloh executed a suicide run
against a D-7. The Agincourt on the other hand had been crippled, losing its phaser
banks, impulse engines and sensors and had begun to drift out of the combat area with
the similarly damaged Alabama (CL 1502) and Chicago (FF 2738). As at Andromeda,
the last-minute arrival of a large Starfleet relief force not only saved Agincourt and her
wounded compatriots, but also turned the very tide of the battle, snatching victory
away from the IKDF once more. Following the battle, Agincourt was towed away by
Nicholas II (CA 1674) and taken to the Salazaar shipyards for repairs.
It was around this time where Starfleet’s numbers finally started to reach positive levels,
the ineptitude that marked its deployment and warfighting strategies fading away. It
also marked something of a turning point for the Destroyer type as a whole. At the
beginning of the Class I era and all the way up to the outbreak of hostilities, Starfleet

intended to produce a single Destroyer class as its primary fleet combatant/perimeter
action platform. Problems with the design of Saladin, the admiralty’s reticence early on
to utilize Constitution and command’s general ineptitude when it came to the type of
ships to build and how to deploy them supported the Larson class program.
Operational realities on the other hand totally dispelled the idea Starfleet could utilize a
single class to fulfill the entire spectrum of defensive/offensive operations. Actual
combat experience gained against IKDF capital ship classes highlighted the need for
stronger shields and weapons while logistical challenges highlighted the importance of
cargo, troop and small-craft transport abilities. Addressing these concerns, Starfleet
introduced the Surya and Coventry Frigate classes. Then there were the issues of
firepower and numbers. The use of ‘heavy disruptors’--weapons that could on average,
inflict nearly as much damage as a photon torpedo--was widespread through the IKDF
and had made its way down to the diminutive F-5 class Frigate, their primary attrition
unit. Typical Starfleet Destroyers were comparatively light on firepower, but all that
changed with Kiaga (DD 820). Smaller than even Marklin, it featured the same fighterlike maneuverability and was packed with bleeding-edge technologies, including
powerful pulse phaser cannons. Muddying the waters even further was Akula (DH 278),
which combined the sophisticated sensing and electronic warfare capabilities of a
Scout with Destroyer-equivalent maneuverability and offensive/defensive systems.
As production of the latter two classes ramped up, they replaced Larson in many frontline formations. Due to Larson’s high production numbers, they joined Saladin and
Loknar in shoring up the fleet’s defenses in the face of continuing reserve force losses.
Given this changing role for the class, when Starfleet certified the phase cannon’s
replacement--the phaser--for fleetwide deployment in March 2249, ships cycled through
a variety of shipyards for their refits, not just those on the frontier.
Still capable and with crews ever-eager for combat, ships of the 5th Destroyer Squadron
were present at Thranstor and contributed a great deal to this overwhelming Starfleet
victory in July. The following June, Larson committed four more squadrons (for a total of
5) to the force being assembled for Operation Argus Redoubt--the largest fleet action of
the war and the one which Starfleet expected to bring it to a swift end.
The singular goal of the engagement was to reach Kolm-An and inflict as much damage
as possible. Getting past the layered Klingon defenses was predicated on the heavy use
of photon torpedoes while traveling at warp. Marklin and Kiaga class ships, along with
the Frigates present, dropped out of warp early to engage forces attempting to
intercept them while the Larsons remained with the main body. Once they reached the
planet, the largest ships engaged the Klingon stations and fixed installations while it was
a veritable free-for-all for the others. With better than 2:1 superiority in numbers, the
outcome was never in doubt and this penultimate battle is notable for being one of the
few major battles where Larson suffered no losses.
In the war’s aftermath, with the fleet’s doctrinal shift placing a greater emphasis on
defense, Larson maintained the posture it had kept for nearly a decade. Aside from an

upgrade process that kept it modernized in lockstep with classes like Constitution and
Surya, Larson seemed to be entering the quiet twilight of its career.
One interesting aberration that gained the class a measure of fame came in 2269. The
Cestus III Massacre and the astropolitical fallout that resulted had thrown the hard-line
elements of the Gorn government out of favor. Some of these elements broke away,
going rogue and pressing their attacks on Federation interests in the border
region. Terms of the Frontier Accords, signed in the massacre’s aftermath, limited ships
on either side operating within 25 parsecs of the border to 400,000 metric tons, limiting
the types of ships that could be used to respond (canceling out Surya/Coventry, Pyotr
Velikiy and Constitution).
Admiral Jose Mendez therefore called on the services of the Hastings (DD 4304). Pulled
off routine patrol, he brought Commander Charles Stuart and his ship to
Clanhaven. Given Gorn traditions of honor (not at all dissimilar from those of the
Klingons), their diplomats stressed that they must first be allowed to deliver a demand of
submission to the renegades before more overt Starfleet action would be deemed
acceptable. The diminutive CS-6 series Courier their navy had provided the diplomats
was out of action however and its replacement was nearly a week overdue. Playing on
Larson’s interior adaptability, Hastings was hastily adapted to become a diplomatic
courier itself, taking aboard the Gorn diplomatic attache S’slee, his staff and a
representative from the Federation Diplomatic Corps.
Their destination was nearby Maltharin II, slightly more than a week away at maximum
warp. A barren, nearly-inhospitable Class M world, it was the former site of a Gorn
military outpost--an ideal location for a renegade base of operations. The atmosphere
onboard Hastings was tense given that S’slee commanded the Gress’srill, the MA-12
class Light Cruiser responsible for Cestus III’s destruction and that the ship’s security chief,
David Travers, was the son of the base commander killed in the massacre.
A random, but much-needed distraction to this animosity was the detection of a distress
call from the overdue courier, the Sess’lessar. Arriving inside 30 minutes, the Hastings
found definitive signs of ship-to-ship combat, but no active lifesigns aboard. A boarding
party beamed aboard to investigate and found many more signs of a violent struggle-scorch marks covering the bulkheads and control consoles, bodies littering the deck and
the acrid smell of small arms fire permeating the air.
The Sess’lessar’s location, on the edge of an asteroid field in an uninhabited system did
arouse some suspicion on the part of the Hastings crew initially, but not enough to
dissuade them from executing the boarding operation. As the investigation aboard the
courier continued, that latent suspicion was indeed proven correct. Another MA-12
class ship, the Hssig’ssee, powered up and moved out of the asteroid field at flank speed
on a direct intercept course for the Destroyer.
Gorn weapons and shields were slightly below their Klingon counterparts in terms of
overall effectiveness putting MA-12 on par with the D-4. The blocky, slab-sided design
was decades out of date though, somewhat reminiscent of the Caracal and Almeida

classes. This, together with inferior maneuverability made the resulting ship-to-ship
engagement somewhat one-sided. Rather than destroying the Gorn attacker outright,
the Hastings forced a rout, the Hssig’ssee withdrawing after suffering damage to its warp
drive.
Proceeding to Maltharin II without incident, the Gorn’s deception continued when they
captured S’slee and the landing party shortly after beaming down to the surface. After
a period of time, it was revealed that one of his aides--Slas’sarn--was secretly in league
with the renegades. Their ultimate goal was to drive a wedge between the Federation
and Hegemony and by extension, ensure that the hostile atmosphere would be
maintained and perhaps become even more inflamed.
Complicating the landing party’s rescue were three factors. First, the deflector shields
protecting the renegade’s base camp were incredibly strong and scrambled all
communications and sensor readings. Secondly, with contact cut off, the Hastings had
no way of knowing whether or not S’slee and his party had betrayed them or
not. Finally, two more Gorn ships--the Hssig’ssee and Sl’sasigri--had been scrambled to
intercept and destroy the Hastings, projected to arrive at the planet in just under an
hour.
Commander Stuart took a gamble and elected to attempt to retrieve the landing party,
figuring it would be easier to sort out the situation once they were all out of harm’s
way. Unfortunately, Photon Torpedoes could not be used with the required precision
and would cause unacceptable levels of collateral damage. The only way to penetrate
the base camp’s shields was to drastically increase power to the ship’s forward
phasers. After an initial barrage, the power couplings would overload, but it would be
more than enough to knock out the shields long enough to beam up everyone from the
surface.
Due to fierce resistance on the surface, such a feat proved easier said than done. It
became necessary to transport a security team down to clear some of that
resistance. With their phaser carbines, the team was able to hold off the Gorn
renegades and eliminate Slas’sarn, but that was 6 more people they had to beam back
up in addition to the landing party of 16. Though the landing party and security team
were eventually recovered, the Hastings did not carry spare phaser power couplings
leaving her two photon torpedo launchers as the only weapons covering her forward
arc.
With the truth of the whole situation coming to light, the larger motivations guiding the
renegades laid bare and S’slee able to fulfill Gorn honor and obligation by delivering a
message of submission, Starfleet was finally able to intervene. Following receipt of a
distress call from the Hastings, they hurriedly dispatched the 12th Perimeter Action
Squadron (Brigham Young/DH 526, Nagato/CL 1507, Strasbourg/CL 1520, Polaris/DD 315,
Neptune/DD 321, Quintana/DD 324, Anaconda/DD 1440, DeGama/DD 1445,
Skorzeny/DD 1487, Vostok/DD 1492) to secure the area. To the Hegemony’s credit, they
also dispatched a squadron of SA-3 class Destroyers to dispatch the renegades, well

aware that if they did not gain control of the situation and handle this internal problem,
the Frontier Accords would be placed at risk.
As with all internal political problems of this sort, such dire talk was ultimately for
naught. Surveillance data provided by the 12th PAS allowed Hegemony forces to wage
a relentless campaign and wipe out these insidious traitors in just three weeks.
Larson served the fleet well, adding to its numbers when it counted most. It also solved
the single-nacelle conundrum and its modicum of secondary capabilities helped it work
well with larger Frigates and Cruisers. With the shift in Starfleet’s shipbuilding policy that
came about in the latter half of the war, one that still reverberated nearly two decades
after its conclusion, there were real questions if it would live on as a front-line ship class
and receive a linear warp upgrade, or whether it would be placed under the auspices
of the Reserve Forces Command.
With the state of relations with the Klingon Empire, their gradual shift towards more
asymmetric forms of warfare as reported by Starfleet Intelligence plus Larson’s status as
the most numerous ship class, these questions were swiftly answered when Starfleet
Command approved their upgrades beginning in April 2271.

Class
Classification

Larson
Destroyer

2239-2271
Service
Number Active 0
Length
Beam
Height

269m
134m
63m

Decks

16

Mass

337,000 metric tons

Compliment

295

Armament

3 Phase Banks (2239-49)
3 2nd Class Torpedo Launchers (2240-71)
3 Type VI Phaser Banks (2249-71)

Defense Systems

Standard Deflector Shield System
total capacity 217,386 terajoules (2239-61)
338,007 terajoules (2261-71)
Standard Monotanium Single Hull

Editor’s Annotations
Way back when I first started pushing out PDFs like this, my first take on Larson was needlessly simple. Beyond basic musings on the design, there wasn’t much historical stuff for me
to expound upon and I certainly had no idea of the path forward I wanted to take (with my own interpretation of the ST universe). Here though, I attempt to do just that. The Four
Years War has by this time, become a convenient historical backdrop/plot device to use when writing about classes of this general time period and as with other Class I designs, I
did the same with Larson.
However about halfway through, following my description of the Battle of Nozseca VIII, I paused for a moment to touch on the evolution of Starfleet’s shipbuilding strategy. Prior to
the war, they were complacent and very much tried to do more with less. Early on, they realized they needed a more capable replacement for Saladin and thus, Larson was born.
At some point though, it was realized that large numbers of conventional ships would not be enough to counter the Klingons and so they introduced Kiaga—small, fast and packing
bleeding edge weapons and tactical systems. Larson now occupied an awkward spot between Kiaga (which distilled the very idea of a Destroyer down to its most basic
components) and Surya/Coventry (slightly smaller than a Cruiser, yet featuring equivalent capabilities and heavily utilized as a ‘jack of all trades’).
I got back on track with the war, describing the final battle at Kolm-An (Operation Argus Redoubt according to FASA) and then got ready to wrap things up with a vague
conclusion when I had a thought to go through my FASA archives to see if there was anything I could include. One scenario/module, Demand of Honor, utilized a Larson class ship
as the primary setting and after briefly skimming through it, I decided to include a brief summary of events. A band of renegade Gorn defy the official government position and
remain hostile to the Federation, keeping up attacks on frontier shipping and other targets. The Hastings is recalled to a planet where negotiations are taking place and assigned to
transport a Gorn diplomatic party to another nearby planet believed to act as a base for the renegades. The Gorn diplomat and a landing party are captured, they eventually
escape, there’s a brief battle and that’s pretty much it. There are a few minor points I left out, but the plot otherwise remains pretty basic—it wouldn’t be hard at all to substitute the
Klingons in here if you so chose.
A few more slightly ambiguous statements about an ultimate fate, mention of Linear Warp upgrade plans and that pretty much does it for this FASA stalwart.
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